
REGISTRATION FORM 
 THE 62° GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

AND INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC  CONGRESS OF THE 
WORLD  FEDERATION OF HYDROTHERAPY AND  

CLIMATOTHERAPY (FEMTEC)  
 08-12 November 2009 

                           Yokohama (JAPAN) 
 

Japan Spa Association, Shinkawa, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0033 Japan 
E-mail: femtec2009@spa.or.jp

http://www.spa.or.jp/femtec2009/
 

Family name……………………………………………………. 

First name……………………………………………………… 

Mailing address………………………………………………... 

Tel………………………... Fax……………………………..     
E-mail…………………………………………………………... 
Accompanying person(s)……………………………………… 
 
Please Book (tick appropriate box):  
- Single room      □         Double room      □           
 

 

Hotel reservation and organizing Agency: 
CLUP VIAGGI  

Business Travel Office 
Via G. Pascoli  70/2, Milan (Italy) 

Tel. +39 02. 266871 
Fax. +39 02.26687301 

Web site: www.clupviaggi.it  
E-mail: commerciale@clupviaggi.it 

 
 

Terms of payment: 
BNL AG 25 

Via Gran Sasso ang. Via Lippi 19, Milan (Italy)  
bank account: 17361 

IBAN: IT97X0100501635000000017361 
Payment by  07/10/2009

specifying the own name and “Femtec’s Congress” 
 in the bank causal. 

HONOR COMMITTEE 
Taki Tagao (President of the Japan Spa Association - JSA), Kunio 
Watanuki (Chairman of the Organizing Committee - OC, Emeritus 
Professor of Tokyo University), Takao Ishimura (Vice-Chairman of the 
OC, Vice-President of the JSA), Masao Ooyama (President of the Japanese 
Society of Hot Spring Sciences, Vice-Chairman of the OC). 
 

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE 
Taki Tagao (President of the JSA), Kunio Watanuki (Chairman of the 
OC, Emeritus Professor of Tokyo University), Takao Ishimura (Vice-
Chairman of the OC, Vice-President of the JSA), Masao Ooyama 
(President of the Japanese Society of Hot Spring Sciences, Vice-Chairman 
of the OC), Yukishige Mori (Vice-Chairman of the OC, Vice-President of 
the JSA), Yoshiyasu Sato (Vice-Chairman of the OC, Vice-President of the 
JSA), Masahiko Hirokawa (Vice-President of the OC, Vice-President of 
the JSA), N. Storozhenko (Russia), U. Solimene (FEMTEC Secretary 
General), I. Fluck (Hungary), Kyung Do Cho (Korea), Ch. Roques 
(France), M. Loboda (Ukraine), F. Daouas (Tunisia), Serik Ibraev 
(Kazakhstan). 
 

LOCAL COMMITTEE 
Kunio Watanuki (Chairman of the OC, Emeritus Professor of Tokyo 
University), Takao Ishimura (Vice-Chairman of the OC, Vice-President of 
the JSA), Masao Ooyama (President of the Japanese Society of Hot Spring 
Sciences, Vice-Chairman of the OC), Yukishige Mori (Vice-Chairman of 
the OC, Vice-President of the JSA), Yoshiyasu Sato (Vice-Chairman of the 
OC, Vice-President of the JSA), Masahiko Hirokawa (Vice-President of 
the OC, Vice-President of the JSA), Kasho Aikawa (Executive member of 
the OC, Board member of Academic Council), Takeshi Azuma (Executive 
member of the OC, Board member of Academic Council), Sigeko Inokuma 
(Executive member of the OC, President of the Japanese Society of 
Balneology, Climatology and Physical Medicine), Yasuo Kanroji 
(Executive member of the OC, Standing Director of the JSA), Ken 
Takeshita (Executive member of the OC, President of the Hot Spring 
Society), Junji Yamamura (Executive member of the OC, President of the 
Regional Science Association of Spa, Japan). 
 

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE 
A. Razumov (Russia), Ch. Roques (France), U. Solimene (Italy), M. 
Loboda (Ukraine), G. Gurnari (Italy), I. Zorin (Russia), O. Surdu 
(Romania) 
 

SUBMISSION OF ABSTRACT 
Scientific Secretariat only by e-mail: mksirius@rncvmik.ru and no later 
than 15 September 2009. Abstract should be submitted only in English.  
During the Congress FEMTEC awards for Spa Posters and Oral 
Presentation will be given. 
 
           FEMTEC PRESIDENT: Prof. N. Storozhenko 

Tel / Fax  ++7 - 495 - 9592315 e-mail: russpa@yandex.ru   
http://www.kurortnka.ru 

FEMTEC SECRETARY GENERAL: Prof. U. Solimene 
Tel ++39 - 02 – 50318458          Fax ++39 - 02 - 50318461 
e-mail: crbbmn@unimi.it   http://www.naturmed.unimi.it 

 
FEMTEC web site:  www.femteconline.org 
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(World Health Organization)  
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PRESENTATION 

 
We are most proud to inform you that our association will host the 
International Thermalism/Scientific Congress concurrent with the 
FEMTEC General Assembly as major events commemorating our 80th 
anniversary.  
As the conference is also opened to non-FEMTEC-Member countries, 
we would like to invite the participation of many interested 
organizations and individuals as possible.  
The place of the congress is the port Yokohama where Japan opened to 
the foreign countries in the 19th century after the long seclusion which 
endured more than 200 years. Yokohama city celebrates the 150th 
anniversary of opening of its port. 
Since times of old and in many parts of the world, hot springs have 
played an important role in the treatment of diseases and various 
ailments. In Europe, especially, the relation between medical care and 
the use of spas has been so conspicuous that research results in this field 
are increasingly being applied even in the field of beauty care today. 
Turning to Japan, its abundance of hot-spring resources has given rise to 
numerous hot-spring resorts throughout the country which are thriving 
as centres of recreation and tourism as well as therapy. Research on hot 
springs in the past was devoted mainly to aspects of natural science, 
such as medicine, pharmacology and earth science. Today, however, we 
see a progressive shift in academic pursuits to include the social sciences 
such as economics, law and tourism as well as the humanities which 
include folklore, literature and history. Given that global warming is 
becoming an issue of serious concern for all of us who inhabit the Earth, 
effective use of the formerly discarded waste water of spas is coming to 
the fore as an alternative source of thermal energy that could help reduce 
the consumption of fossil fuels.  
  With the above in mind, the fact that Japan is hosting such a significant 
international congress on thermal spas and their utilization is bound to 
provide significant momentum for those industrial sectors concerned 
with the environment, health, tourism, and related activities. Not only 
may they benefit in terms of business revitalization, but they will also be 
able to avail themselves of highly advanced technologies and theories 
resulting from wide-ranging studies and practices pursued in various 
countries and regions around the world.  
   The foremost aim of the congress in Japan is to provide a venue where 
front-line researchers, both academic and industrial, as well as business 
executives from around the world can exchange views and information 
with each other through presentations and via discussions that 
encompass academic studies and technological developments. This 
interactive approach is sure to deepen relationships between those on the 
research side and those on the business side, thereby contributing to the 
furthering of technology exchanges. At the same time, the participation 
of international researchers from a broad spectrum of academia and 
industry will also allow us to present a comprehensive overview of what 
is transpiring in the diverse thermal spa-related arena.                      

 
In addition to hosting the General Assembly of the internationally 
respected FEMTEC, we are pleased to host the International Scientific 
Congress concurrent with forums on the new and innovative 
utilization of hot springs which will also include participants from 
non-FEMTEC-member countries and regions as well. This, we 
believe, will result in far-reaching international benefit. It will allow 
us here in Japan to not only revitalize our own hot spring analysis and 
research but to disseminate worldwide our achievements as well as to 
enhance an appreciation of Japan’s unique “onsen” or hot-spring 
culture.  
 
                 Mr. Tagao Taki, President Japan Spa Association 
 
 
 Prof. Umberto Solimene                          Prof. Nikolai  Storozhenko     
 General Secretary FEMTEC                             Chairman FEMTEC      

 
 

CONGRESS PROGRAM 
Saturday 7 November: 
Departure from Milan (Malpensa) at 19.30 
Sunday 8 November: 
Registration and welcome party – in Yokohama 
Monday 9 November: 
Opening ceremony, presentation on the current state of thermalism by 
participating countries, poster session, dinner party – in Yokohama  
Tuesday 10 November: 
Scientific presentations, poster session – in Yokohama, Tour to 
Hakone and farewell party – in Hakone  
Wednesday 11 November: 
Morning: FEMTEC General Assembly, awards and commendation 
ceremony – in Hakone  
Afternoon: Inspection tour of Hakone hot-spring resort – in Hakone 
Departure of the participants, or Excursion (optional): Visit to 
Kusatsu hot-spring resort 
Thursday 12 November:  
Free time in Tokyo (Hotel Alasaka) 
Friday 13 November: 
Departure from Narita Airport 
 
 

SCIENTIFIC TOPICS 
- Thermalism, Spa and Traditional Medicine. 
- Research and clinica in the thermalism. 
- Economical and social aspects.  
FEMTEC awards for Spa poster and oral presentation. 

 

                      
CULTURAL PROGRAM (not included in the package) 

Thursday 12 November:  
Departure from Kusatsu to Haneda Airport. Leave Tokyo for Oita 
Airport. Transfer to Beppu and dinner at the hotel. 
Friday 13 November: 
Inspection of some geothermal power facilities. Sightseeing of 
Beppu. Dinner at the Hotel. 
Saturday 14 November: 
Departure from Beppu to Haneda. Leave Oita to Kyoto. 
Sightseeing of Kyoto (some Temples). 
Sunday 15 November: 
Free time in Kyoto 
Monday 16 November: 
Check out and transfer to the airport 
 

PACKAGE PER PERSON 
IN SINGLE IN DOUBLE 

 
2.150,00 € 

 

 
2.040,00 € 

 
Congress program includes: 
- there and back flight  
- formal registration for the Congress 
- documentation 
- simultaneous interpretation in the convention hall 8 - 11 Nov. 
- accomodation for 8 -10 November 
- dinner for 8 - 10 November 
- breakfast and lunch for 9 - 11 November 
- one night in Tokyo (12 November) 
- transportation service from Narita to Yokohama on arrival 
- transportation service from Hakone to Narita on departure 
- transportation service from Yokohama to Hakone 
 
Excursion to Kusatsu hot-spring resort includes : 
- accommodation for 11 November 
- dinner for 11 November 
- admission charges for various facilities at Kusatsu 
- breakfast and lunch for 12 November 
- transportation service from Kusatsu to Narita 
 
Price excludes:   
- Personal Insurance 
- Personal Expenses (expenses of a personal nature such as laundry, 
drinks, fax, telephone call, optional activities or sightseeing, 
overweight baggage charges ect.). 
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